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 The researcher triggers to conduct research about affixation in a local 
language, Madurese, which focuses on deverbal nouns. In addition, three 
previous studies concern with the affixation of Madurese in general. The other 
two discuss deverbal nouns in Batak and Javanese languages. The aims of this 
research are investigating the type of affixes that form deverbal nouns in a short 
story book entitled Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura) published in 2017 and 
determining the process of forming deverbal nouns in the short stories.  
The method used in this research is a descriptive qualitative method. The 
data source is a short story book entitled Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura). In 
this research, the researcher reads all the short stories, consisting of sixty-three 
stories in Tora.  All data found in the source of data are selected, coded, and 
listed in a table. The starting point of data analysis begins with investigating the 
types of affixes that form deverbal nouns by using Madurese Dictionary Kamus 
Madura - Indonesia Kontemporer (2016). After investigating the roots of deverbal 
nouns, the data were broken down by using a morphological tree to identify what 
affixes were attached to the root of the words proposed McCarthy (2002) and to 
observe their meanings using Haspelmath and Sims (2010) theory. In addition, 
the Madurese dictionary is the research instrument in this research. 
The results of this research indicate that three affixes form deverbal 
nouns. Deverbal nominalization in Madurese are found by attaching two prefixes, 
namely: [pa-] and [pang-], fifteen suffixes [-an] and the last twenty four confixes in 
different category, such as: [ka-  -an], [pa-  -an], [pa-  -a], [pang-  -an], [jaj-  -an], 
[ta-  -an], [pa-  -na], and [par-  an]. It shows that confix contributes the most to the 
process of nouns derived from verbs. In contrast, the prefixes have less 
contribution than confix in this research. The attachment of these affixes also 
produces morphophonemic processes. It is also found in the process of 
constructing new words from verb to noun in Madurese. The morphophonemic 
processes are epenthesis, nasal assimilation replacement, nasal assimilation 
without deletion, assimilation, germination, and insertion. 
However, this research only discusses the types of deverbal nouns, the 
process, and the meaning of deverbal nouns in short stories. Therefore, it is 
recommended for further researchers—especially those who are interested in 
linguistics-to examine Madurese affixation further in terms of morphology, 
phonology, syntax, or other linguistic aspects and as evidence of preserving 
regional languages. Moreover, it would be better if the future researcher can 
examine Madurese in real daily conversation. Finally, this research hopes this 
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Termotivasi dari penelitian-penelitian sebelumnya yang membahas 
tentang afiksasi dalam bahasa daerah, Penelitian ini secara kritis telah menelaah 
bahwa penelitian-penelitian sebelumnya hanya mengkaji afiksasi secara umum 
dalam Bahasa Madura. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui jenis-jenis afiks 
yang dapat membentuk kata benda deverbal dalam buku cerita pendek yang 
berjudul Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura) yang diterbitkan pada tahun 2017 dan 
untuk mengetahui proses pembentukan kata benda deverbal dalam cerita 
pendek tersebut. 
 Metode yang digunakan dalam penelitian ini adalah metode deskriptif 
kualitatif. Sumber data yang digunakan dalam penelitian ini adalah buku 
kumpulan cerpen yang berjudul Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura), Peneliti 
membaca semua kumpulan cerita pendek sebanyak 63 cerita yang ditulis dalam 
satu buku tersebut. Semua data yang ditemukan dalam sumber data diseleksi, 
diberi kode dan dicantumkan ke dalam tabel. Titik awal analisis data dimulai 
dengan menyelidiki jenis-jenis afiks pembentuk kata benda deverbal, dengan 
menggunakan kamus bahasa Madura. Setelah menyelidiki akar kata benda 
deverbal, data dianalisis dengan menggunakan pohon morfologi untuk 
mengenatahui afiksasi apa yang melekat pada kata dasar, McCarthy (2002) dan 
mengidentifikasi artinya dengan menggunakan teori dari Haspelmath dan Sims 
(2010). Selain itu, kamus bahasa Madura merupakan instrumen penelitian dalam 
penelitian ini. 
Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa terdapat tiga afiks pembentuk 
deverbal nouns yang ditemukan. Nominalisasi deverbal dalam bahasa Madura 
ditemukan dengan menambahkan dua awalan [pa-] dan [pang-], empat belas 
akhiran [-an] dan terakhir dua puluh empat konfiks yang ditemukan pada konfiks 
yang berbeda-beda, seperti: [ka- -an], [pa- -an], [pa- -a], [pang- -an], [jaj- -an], [ta- 
-an], [pa- -na], dan [par-an]. Hal ini menunjukkan bahwa konfiks memberikan 
kontribusi paling besar terhadap proses kata benda yang diturunkan dari kata 
kerja. Sebaliknya, prefiks memiliki kontribusi yang lebih kecil daripada confiks 
dalam penelitian ini. Penambahan afiks ini juga menghasilkan proses 
morfofonemik. Hal ini juga ditemukan dalam proses pembentukan kata baru dari 
kata kerja menjadi kata benda dalam bahasa Madura. Proses morfofonemik yang 
terjadi yaitu epentesis, asimilasi nasal dengan adanya penghilangan fonem dan 
tanpa penghilangan, asimilasi serta geminasi dan penyisipan. 
Meskipun demikian, penelitian ini hanya membahas jenis-jenis kata 
benda deverbal, proses dan makna kata benda deverbal dalam cerita pendek. 
Oleh karena itu, disarankan bagi peneliti selanjutnya—khususnya yang bergerak 
di bidang linguistik, untuk mengkaji afiksasi Madura lebih jauh dari segi morfologi, 
fonologi, sintaksis, atau aspek linguistik lainnya dan sebagai bukti bentuk dari 
pelestarian bahasa daerah. Untuk peneliti selanjutnya, akan lebih baik jika 
peneliti meneliti mengenai percakapan bahasa Madura secara langsung. 
Terakhir, semoga penelitian ini dapat memotivasi pembaca untuk mengenal dan 
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The introduction chapter contains five sub-chapters: background of the 
study, statements of the research problem, objectives of the study, significance of 
the study, and the last is scope and limitation of the study.  
1.1 Background of the study 
Indonesia is a culturally and linguistically rich country with about 711 
numbers of languages, meaning that Indonesia contributes around 10% of the 
total number of languages existing globally (Ethnologue, 2020). One of the local 
languages with the most significant number of native speakers is Madurese, 
spoken mainly in Madura and some other regions in Indonesia. Madura has 
various regional dialects since it has four districts; Bangkalan, Sampang, 
Pamekasan, and Sumenep, which have their own dialects. There are about six 
dialects in Madura; Sumenep dialect, Pamekasan dialect, Bangkalan dialect, 
Kangean dialect, Pinggirpapas dialect, and Bawean dialect (Sofyan, 2012).  
Madurese language is a native for almost 13 million people in Indonesia and 
it places as the fourth rank of the local language with the most speakers in 
Indonesia (Purwo, 2000 cited in Matracki & Kovačić, 2016). Even though 
Madurese is a local language, there is about 5% population of Indonesians who 
speak Madurese. It is probably because of the large number of Madurese people 
who have migrated to the other parts of Indonesia which enable Madurese 
language to be widespread to other cities, such as in Banyuwangi, Probolinggo, 




communication for its native speakers but also has a significant role in 
maintaining and expanding the local language. Azhar (2010) said that the 
existence of Madurese is also as a protector for Indonesian from the 
dominationof foreign languages such as English. One of the roles contributed by 
Madurese to Indonesian language as the national language is that Madurese has 
contributed to some components of Indonesian vocabulary. Therefore, the 
Madurese speakers need to preserve and protect this language from extinction. 
Most languages possess word classes such as noun, verb, adjective, 
adverb, pronoun, preposition, and conjunction. In a sentence, they can place 
various function: some of them can position as subject or object, some can be 
the predicate, and some other can function as the modifier for the other (Carnie, 
2013:44).  In short, word class plays a crucial role on constructing words into 
phrases, clauses, and sentence. In most languages such as English, a sentence 
should at least consist of subject and predicate, and in a wider structure, it can 
also contain complement (Wasow, 2017).  In a sentence structure, noun and 
pronoun usually place the position as subject or object. On the other hand, verb 
and auxiliary can fill the function as predicate. In morphology, a particular word 
class such as noun can be formed from the other word class such as verb. This 
process is simply called as derivation and the noun which is derived from verb is 
then called as deverbal noun. However, this process frequently involves the 
process of affixation even though in some language such as English, some noun 
that are derived from verb do not require affixation as in the noun 'play' which is 
derived from the same verb 'play'. In Madurese, however, the process of forming 
deverbal noun always involves affixation.  Take for example maen ‗play‘ when it 
receives suffix [–an], the word class has deviation into a noun in which the 




explanation is provided in the table 1.1 taken from short story entitled 
Tora(Satengkes Carpan Madura). 
Table 1.1 examples of Deverbal Nouns 
No Basic Form 
of Madurese 
Meaning Derivative form of 
Madurese 
Meaning 
 Verb Noun 
01 Tedung Sleep (v) Katedungan Bed (n) 
02 Toju‟ sit(v) Katoju‟an seat (n) 
03 Mandi Take a bath / 
shower (v) 
Pamandian Bath, river, 
well (n) 
 
 As shown in the table 1, the example of noun denoting to a place for 
sleep katedungan ‗bed‘ which is also derived from the verb tedung ‗sleep‘ when 
the prefix [ka-] and the suffix [–an] are added. The verb toju‟ turns into noun after 
the prefix [ka-] and the suffix [-en] are added. However, it is similar to tedung that 
could be changed into noun and adverb when the verb toju‟ ‗sit‘ is attached by 
prefix [ka-] and suffix [-an], because, the verb toju‟ is denoted a place to sit. The 
next is the root mandi, it transforms into noun when prefix [pa- ] and suffix [–en] 
are added. Pa-mandi-en contains two sub-word classes, locative noun and 
regular noun.  
Katamba (1993)stated that an affix is a morpheme which only occurs 
when attached to another morpheme or some other morphemes such as a root 
or stem or base. Affixes are bound morphemes. No word may contain only an 
affix standing on its own, like -s or –ed or -a or even a number of affixes strung 
together like –al -s. Furthermore, bound morpheme consists of affix i.e. (prefix, 




word such as re-, un- and in-Suffix is latter bound that comes after root or base of 
word such as –ly, ist and er, etc. Infix is an affix that is placed in the middle of the 
root, for example abso-fuckin-lutely. English does not have consistency in 
producing an infixation process, but the taboo word like fuckin is as the example 
of infix which means to emphasize the word  (Lieber, 2010). Infix can only be 
found between words. As the researcher previously said that each language has 
its own affix, as well as Madurese which also has its own affix such as in the 
table -ka, -pa, -an, -en etc. For example,(Sofyan, 2012)found that Madurese has 
four affixes; prefixes, suffixes, infixes and confixes. The previous study found that 
there are seven kinds of prefixes in Madurese; a-, e-, ta-, ka-, sa-, pa-, and pe- 
and seven suffixes are also found, those are -e,-, -a,- an, -en, -na, -ana, and –
aghi. Afterward, there are four infixes, those are –al-, -ar-, -en-, and -om-. The 
last one is confix which has twelve confixes, ka-an, ka-na, ka-e, ka-en, ka-a-aghi, 
pa-an, sa-na, sa-an, a-an, a-ghi, e-aghi, and pa-aghi. The functions of all affixes 
are to change the word classes into other word classes and its meaning. 
Therefore, they are called as derivational affixes. 
Based on the problems and explanations described previously, it can be 
concluded that research related to local languages is very crucial to be 
conducted as an effort to maintain and preserve local languages in Indonesia, 
one of which is Madurese language. Therefore, the researcher is motivated to 
conduct research related to the morphology of Madurese language because 
morphology is important in language learning since it has an important role in the 
formation of morphemes and words as the basis for forming phrases, clauses, 
sentences, paragraphs, and discourses. In a broad sense, morphology is the 
basis of a language. In addition, research on Madurese language morphology 




examine the morphology of Madurese language, about affixes but they are still in 
general. Davies (2010) investigates the general aspect of Madurese morphology 
and Muslimah (2018) discusses about affixation generally. Therefore, research 
related to affixes in Madurese language that is more specific, such as finding 
patterns of morphemes and the process of their formation will be very useful for 
many people, both native Madurese themselves or people who want to learn 
Madurese. It will ease them to understand Madurese language better. It is 
necessary for Maduranese to know the formula and the root of the words that 
they are used in their daily conversation. However, this recent research seeks to 
limit the observation on deverbal nouns in Madurese. It is because the 
researcher did not find any previous study discussed about deverbal nouns 
previously and this limitation will make this study and its discussion to be more 
specific and comprehensive. 
There are some previous studies which had conducted the research 
about affixes focused on deverbal nouns. The first one is (Teo, 2012) who 
investigated Tibeto-Burman language. On his research, Teo (2012) has 
demonstrated on how deverbal nouns are designed and defined by any 
accompanying tone changes. He intended to resist that the syllable structure of 
the verb plays vital role in deverbal noun word-formation process. The next 
research was done by (Herawati, 2017)who analysed how affixed reduplication of 
deverbal noun functions as subject or object in the sentence in Javanese. In 
addition, Yuniartati ( 2017) wrote about Deverbal noun on syntactic functions 
found in Huffington Post Website. They applied Morphosyntactic Approach on 
their research. Research about deverbal nouns are also conducted by Wasow 
(2017) who observed about Toba Batak language using the generative 




research about affixation in Madurese, particularly in Sumenep dialect at a low 
speech level. They examined all vocabularies that undergo the affixation process. 
However, they did not specify the data of their research whether the vocabularies 
were in the form of verb, adjective, or adverb, since they only aimed to display 
the function, form and its meaning. 
The aims of this research are to identify the type of affixes forming 
deverbal nouns, to examine the process of forming deverbal noun and the 
function of deverbal noun in Madurese.   
I.2. Statement of Research Problems 
From the background of the study, the problems of this research are formulated 
as follows: 
1. What are the affixes which form deverbal noun in Madura short stories 
Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura)? 
2. How is the process of morphological rule of the occurrence of each affix 
forming deverbal noun in Madura short stories Tora (Satengkes Carpan 
Madura)? 
I.3. Objectives of the Study 
Based on the statement of research problem, the purposes of the study are: 
1. To identify the types of affixes which form deverbal nouns in Madurese. 
2. To investigate the affixation process that forms the deverbal nouns in 
Madurese. 
1.4. Significance of the Study 
Researches related to deverbal noun have been previously conducted in 
other languages in Indonesia such as in Toba Batak that was written by Ambarita 




written by Herawati (2017) entitled Affixed Reduplication Forming Deverbal Noun 
in Javanese Language.  
 However, none of them were examining about Madurese language in 
particular. This research therefore can fill this gap and give a contribution to the 
literature about Madurese morphology, specifically about deverbal noun and its 
morphological process.  
Furthermore, it is hoped that the result of the research can give significant 
contribution to the lecturers, students of university and future researchers. For 
the lecturers, this research might become a useful contribution in teaching 
morphology and in the same way it can be a reference for the future researchers 
who want to conduct the same research. Finally, in accordance to local language 
preservation, this research is expected to provide language documentation 
related to the morphological aspect of Madurese that can be learnt by all parties 
who want to learn Madurese in the present or in the future.  
I.5. Scope and Limitation of the Study 
The scope of this study is Morphology which focuses on derivational 
affixes in Madurese. However, the researcher limits the data only on affixes 
which form deverbal nouns – verb that turns into noun. The data are from 63 
short stories in a book entitled Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura) edited by Hakim 
in 2017.  
1.6 Definition of Key Terms 
The definition of key term functions as the explanation of the key points 
used in this research that will ease the readers to understand the terms. The 






1. Affixation  
Affix is bound morpheme that can be put before or after the root of the 
word. Affix, bound morpheme cannot stand by its own. It needs another 
morpheme attach to them to be meaningful.  
2. Deverbal nouns   
Deverbal nouns are the process of producing new lexeme from verb to 
noun by adding affixation, such as: prefix, suffix and confix. It can change word 
class category, and meaning. Furthermore, Madurese has three affixes to form 
verb into noun. 
3. Madurese Language  
Madurese language is one of regional language used by Maduranese, it 






REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter elaborates the theories used in this study. There are some 
theories to be described in some points to help the readers understand the 
concept which deals with the objectives of the study. It consists of the main 
theory about morphology in section 2.1 because the research investigates 
morphology field.Section 2.2 discusses about the theory of affixes that is part of 
morphology. The next section is 2.3 which discusses about words category. In 
section 2.4 discusses about one of affixes types that is derivational affixes. In 2.5 
the author explains about morphophonemic happened in Madurese. The 
following section 2.6 discusses about deverbal nouns (nominalization) which 
become the main issue in this study. To know the process of forming deverbal 
noun in Madurese, nominal morphology in Madurese is discussed in 2.7. In the 
last section 2.8 it discusses about previous studies related to this research.  
2.1 Morphology 
Morphology is a branch of linguistics which focuses on word formation 
process. Lieber (2010) has supported that morphology is the study of word 
formation on how those words are created into new words in the language. He 
also defined that the forms of words are varied depending on how they are used 
in the sentences.  
According to Carstairs and McCarthy (2002), the field of grammar which 




words to small unit of words (morphemes) that structure them, is technically 
called morphology.  
Based on Mathew (2009), morphology deals with words. He claimed that 
morphology traditionally studies word formation and its structures. According to 
Katamba (1993), Morphology is a distinct sub-branch of linguistics which 
discusses about the internal structure of words. Morphology also deals with other 
branch of linguistics such as phonology and syntax as well as semantic. 
To sum up, those experts claimed that Morphology is one of linguistics 
branches, which focuses on the study of words formation process and how the 
new words are created by adding types of affixations. 
2.1.1 Morpheme 
 In this following section, the researcher explains more detailed about 
morpheme. Many linguists argued that the smallest meaningful unit of word in 
language is called as morpheme. Lieber (2009) has proven that morpheme can 
stand alone and has its own meaning in a language. A morpheme is a piece of 
words which has minimal meaningful units of words in language. Mathew (1991) 
argued that one word consists of more than one morpheme: such as in the word 
happiness, the wordhappy is a free morpheme, and –ness is a bound morpheme. 
Furthermore, in the example of trees - tree, birds - bird, dies - die, the affix -s is 
called as a bound morpheme. Unlike –tree, -bird, and die which are followed by 
no bound morpheme at all. It simply defines that noun or verb that does not have 
any additional affixes does not contain any bound morpheme. Similarly, Katamba 
(1993) defined that morpheme refers to smallest unit of words containing 
grammatical function and semantic. However, a morpheme cannot be divided 
into smaller units which are meaningful by themselves or mark a grammatical 




example: the word fee [fi:] contains only one morpheme, meaning that it cannot 
be broken down in a smaller unit. On the contrary, it is possible to have more 
complex words when it has several morphemes, such as; un-faith-full-ness.  
2.1.1.1 Types of Morphemes 
A word can have one or two more morphemes such as the word 
―helpfulness‖ which shows that more than one morpheme is in that word. 
Morpheme is divided into two categories; free and bound morpheme. It is also 
supported by Carstairs-Mccarthy (2002) who claimed that there are two kinds of 
morpheme, those are free and bound morpheme. Free morpheme can stand-
alone by its own without adding another morpheme and it is already meaningful. 
While bound morpheme cannot stand by its own since it needs another 
morpheme to be complete and meaningful. Katamba (1993) also claimed that the 
words such as man, book, cook, very and pain are called free morphemes. He 
assumed that roots are free morpheme as long as the words are capable to 
stand on its own freely. 
According to Yule (2010), free morpheme is broken down into two 
categories, those are lexical morpheme and functional morpheme. Lexical 
morpheme is morpheme which can stand by its own and can carry the ―content‖ 
of the message we convey. The category of lexical morpheme is nouns, verbs, 
and adjectives. Examples: look (verb), girl (noun), and beautiful (adjective). In 
this case, lexical morpheme can be followed by other morpheme (affixes) rather 
easily, so they are described as an ―open‖ class of words.  
Functional morpheme is another type of free morpheme which is also 
known as ―close‖ class of words. Unlike lexical morpheme which can add new 
lexical morpheme easily to the language, functional morpheme almost never 




These are the category of functional morpheme; pronoun (they), conjunctions 
(and), prepositions (on, in, at etc), and articles (a, an, and the)  (Yule, 2010, p. 
68). Katamba (1993, p. 42) also argued that the typical of function words are 
commonly like articles, demonstratives, pronouns, and conjunctions. 
However, not all roots are free morphemes. There are some roots which 
always occur with another word which attaches to them. Thereby, attaching root 
to other word - building is called as bound morpheme. Numerous of bound 
morphemes are designed from suffixes or prefixes, such as the bound roots –mit, 
-ceive, andre-, un-, -ment. None of those bound roots could occur as 
independent words due to those roots tend to have no meaning if no additional 
morpheme. Carstairs-McCarthy (2002) stated that it is possible for bound 
morpheme to have limited contribution in complex words. Since it is not added by 
another morpheme (affixes) in the first or in the last of base word, the word will 
only have one contribution in a sentence. These are the example: (hand, hand-
ful), (leg, leg-ible), (hospital, hospitality).  
In conclusion, free morpheme is able to stand by its own, while bound 
morpheme is not. Bound morpheme is a root of word such as affixes. It could not 
be understood without adding other morpheme after or before the roots and it will 
be meaningless if they stand-alone.    
2.2 Affixations 
Linguists argued that the function of affixation is to form new words when 
a root is added by prefix or suffixes. It had been strengthened by Carstairs-
Mccarthy (2002) that affix is an umbrella of suffixes and prefixes to shape new 
words. Similarly, Katamba (1993) assumed that affixes are bound morpheme 
which occurs when root, stem or base are followed by suffixes or prefixes. Affixes 




affixes will be meaningful when they attach to other morpheme, for instance: the 
word-form boys, the plural inflectional suffix –s is attached to the simple stem 
boy, which is a bare root, the irreducible core of the word.  
The process of affixation may then be divided into three processes; those 
are prefixation, suffixation, and infixation (Matthews, 1991; Katamba, 1993). More 
explanations are presented as follows: 
Prefix is an affix attached before a base or root. In other words, as prefix 
is a part of affixes, it may be added to the first or at the beginning of the word. 
Examples of prefixation are provided, in the negative formation of happy – 
un+happy – it draws schematically: X – un + X By adding the prefix ―un” before 
the root ―happy”, it performs opposite meaning. Nevertheless, the prefix does not 
change the word classes. It only changes the meaning of the original word.  
  Suffix is a bound morpheme which is an affix located after root or after 
base word (Katamba, 1993). Otherwise, suffixes occur in the last base words. 
Furthermore, both prefix and suffix mostly change the class of word when it is 
placed in the first root (Igaab & Kareem, 2018). In this case, the base word of 
―global” as ―globalization” the suffix –ation occurs in a base word of ―global” that 
changes an adjective into a noun. Matthew (1991) argued that the commonest 
processes in English are those of suffixation. Examples; generate + 
Ion=generation, happy + ness=happiness and so on, they can also be 
categorized as lexical derivations when the meaning and word class category 
changes other than in inflectional formation, such as: sail + ed =sailed.  
The last but not the least, infix is an affix inserted into the root itself. This 
means that infix is an affix that is always put in the middle basic forms (Katamba, 
(1993).  Similar to Matthews (1991), Katamba (1993) claimed that the process of 




Hebrew. Moreover, Matthew (1991) stated that the commonest process in 
English is suffixation. Sloat and Taylor cited in Katamba (1993), suggested that 
only ―n” appear in English morphology of infix. According to Lieber (2010) 
infixation in English will never be productive because infix is rare in English and 
lack of distribution in forming new words.  
Indeed, affixation will occur in all languages, including Madurese. It had 
already been mentioned by Linguists that affixation appear in all languages, such 
as French, Spanish, German, Latin, Russian, Arabic and another Indo-European 
(Lieber, 2010). Furthermore, Igaab & Kareem (2018), also defined that one of 
way to create new words is by adding affixes.  Therefore, adding affixes before 
and after root can make it becomes a complex word that still has meaning and 
can be understood as well. It is supported by Abrar (2014) which indicates 
that,bound morpheme is affixes that commonly join a root or stem before and 
after it.  
Next, we will discuss about word class category which functions as basic 
element to form the words, clause, phrase, sentence, and its meaning. 
2.3 Word class 
Carstairs-McCarthy (2002) stated that word class can be called as a part 
of speech, or what contemporary linguists called as lexical categories. It may 
have another definition that word class is morphosyntactic criteria within a 
language which attempts to differentiate what is a noun, an adjective, and a verb. 
Here is further explanation about the word classes‘ category; 
2.3.1 Nouns 
Noun is a word which can occur as the subject or object of a verb or the 
object (complement of a preposition), it can be modified by adjectives and can be 




places, or abstraction. Further examples are provided: chicken are crowing, this 
noun functions as a subject, she eats fried chicken, the noun functions as an 
object, i was attacked by  a rooster , the noun functions as complement of 
preposition. 
It is supported by Lieber (2010, 2004) and Carstairs-McCarthy (2002) that 
noun semantic category refers to the object, substance, person, number, 
existence, possession, negation, property, color, shape, dimension, similarity, 
sex, space, position, movement, path, time, state, process, event, action, 
causation, agent and instrument to distinguish thing and situation.   
Producing new words from verb to noun will also derive different function 
and meaning of that noun. Therefore, derived noun can be function as agent 
noun, patient noun, instrument  noun, and action noun Haspelmath & Sims 
(2013, p. 87).  
Besides having twenty-nine or more semantic categories, nouns also 
have grammatical categories proposed by Lieber (2010). The categories are as 
follows; the values of number are singular (one) and plural (two or more), person 
has three values (first person refers to the speaker, second refers to the hearer, 
and third person refers to other people or thing), and case (subject, object, 
possessive). 
Additionally, nouns can be broken down into six categories; they are 
provided as follows: proper nouns, common nouns, collective nouns, material 
nouns, compound nouns, and pronouns. It is worth knowing that the pronoun is 
divided into personal pronoun, interrogative pronouns, relative pronouns, and 





Meanwhile, verb occurs as part of the predicate of sentence, carries 
markers of grammatical categories such as tense (i.e. present, past, future), 
aspect (i.e. progress, repeated action, and completed), and it refers to an action 
or state, such as: they opened the door, this is Jennifer (Richards, 1985). The 
statement which defines that verb is an action of the noun is approved by Howard 
(1982). He also simplified that verb is a simple word denoting to action, events, 
and process, such as; bring, give, become, etc. If a noun functions as head of 
noun phrase, then verb functions as head of predicate. Furthermore, verb is 
classified into several types: transitive verbs, intransitive verbs, dynamic verbs, 
and stative verbs.  
2.4. Derivation 
If prefixes and suffixes are able to form new lexemes by which they are 
often referred to as derived words, and the process they are formed are called as 
derivation (Lieber, 2010).  Thus, derivation focuses on grammatical category, 
changes the meaning, and creates new lexeme from noun to adjective, verb to 
noun and so on. Derivation is marked by changing category, it often adds lexical 
meaning, and produces new lexeme and can range from unproductive to fully 
productive. The derivational affixes can occur inside the inflectional affixes just to 
make those lexemes appropriate to one grammatical context or another. For 
example, the word like kingdoms where the noun suffix –dom attaches to its base 
before the plural suffix –s.It is clearly recognized that the differences between 
inflectional and derivational are in meanings, functions, and word structure.  
2.4.1 Types of derivational affixes 
According to Bauer (1983), he divided derivational affixes into two types; 




A class changing derivational yields new lexeme that belongs to a form 
class other than the form class of the base. The example is provided as follows: if 
prefix -ly is added to the noun king, the adjective kingly is produced. In this case, 
if the word class of noun has been changed into adjective, this is a case of class 
changing process. Thus, in English, derivational suffixation is typically class-
changing. 
If a noun + noun are merged, it will create another noun such as –zone 
which is added by base form of noun friend, as a result noun friendzone is 
created. Thus, prefixation derivation is typically as class-maintaining. Once, 
class-maintaining derivational affixes do not change the word class but change 
the meaning of the derivative. Class maintaining derivation is the same as (part 
of speech) functions as the base from which they are formed; it produces lexeme 
which belongs to different form of meaning from their bases (Bauer, 2007).  
Class changing derivational affixes, after being added to a stem, create a 
derivative which is repeatedly marked by that affix as a noun, verb, adjective, or 
adverb. The derivation is said to define the word class of the stem. Therefore, 
verb and noun derivation affixes will be discussed; in which each of them has two 
distinct patterns of derivation depending on the word class which the affix is 
associated with. Noun can be derived from either verbs or adjectives, verbs from 
either nouns or adjectives, adjectives from either nouns or verbs; and adverbs 
from either adjectives or nouns. However, the focus of the discussion is a noun 
derived from a verb in Madurese. As the example will be shown in the table 2.1, 
Madurese class-changing derivations are mainly prefixes and suffixes. 
Creating new lexemes from verb to noun is called ‗nominalizer‟. By adding 
prefix or suffix in the base form of verb, the word category changes to noun. So, it 







Table 2.1: Example of Nominalization in Madura  
Prefix Verb Suffix Meaning  Noun  Meaning  
Par- Jhâlân -an Walk  Parjhâlânan Journey, trip 
K- onjhângan -an Invite  Konjhângan Invitation  
Ka- èlang -an Lose  kaèlangan Lost 
T nangès -sa Cry  Tangèssa Weeping, crying 
Pa Sassa -an Wash  Panyassa‟an (dirty 
clothes,laundry) 
 
In conclusion, bound morpheme is divided into two; they are inflectional 
and derivational which are assisted by affixation to contribute new word. 
Affixation is broken down into prefix, confix, and suffix. However, this research 
will focus on derivational affixes that commonly change the word classes and 
meaning, the derived word is often different with the base or original word. Hence 
it is unlike inflectional affix which cannot change both word classes and meaning. 
An inflectional affix is used to form a grammatical variant of a word. For example, 
the inflectional suffixes –ing and –ed change a verb into continuous and past 
tense.   
2.5 Morphophonemic 
Since this research attempts to examine deverbal noun in Madurese short 
stories Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura) not only from Morphological aspect, it 
also requires to use morphophonemics approach to take a look and break down 




breaking down the deverbal nouns.  Morphophonemic only applies to 
environment specific morpheme. Matthew (2009) claimed that morphophonemic 
is the transitional process between morphology and phonology. Furthermore, in 
Madurese, there are six rules of morphophonemic; those will be discussed as 
follows: 
1. Epenthesis  
In Madurese, three kinds of epenthesis process are found; phoneme 
/j/, /w/, and /ʔ/. Those epenthesis processes occur when the root or 
stem is ended by root-final vowel /e/, /i/, /o/, and /u/. 
2. Nasal replacement  
In this process, when nasal /ŋ/ and /ɲ/ is affixed to the root or stem, 
the nasal assimilates to the place of articulation. If the root word is 
initialed by the phoneme /k/, /g/, /gh/, and /h/ produce nasal /ŋ/, for 
example the root: N+keba – ngeba ‗bring‘. If the root or base word is 
begun with the phoneme /t/, /dh/ and /d/, the initial of the root are 
realized as palatal nasal [ɲ], the actor voice is resulted. 
3. Nasal assimilation without deletion 
The nasal prefix pang is sometimes together with the suffix -an. The 
nasal prefix –pang assimilate to the place articulation of the initial 
consonant of the stem to which it affixed. Nasal in pang only replaces 
voiceless unaspirated consonant. Other consonants are not 
deleted.Derivatives with pa- are largely agentive and instrumental 
nouns and with pa- -an becomes abstract nouns, for example: 
kerem becomes pangereman and garis to be panggaris. 




In this process a stop is aspirated when the following morpheme is 
vowel initial. As there are no prefixes that end with stops, this 
aspiration only takes place on root/stems that end in a stop, no root-
final aspirated or voiced stops. Therefore, this aspiration process likely 
affects only voiceless stops. 
5. Gemination  
In this process two suffixes induce geminition of a stem-final 
consonant.  The phoneme of glottal stop /ʔ/ when it is placed in the 
last root will be combined with the suffix –na. The consonant except 
the glottal stop when it is put in the end of the root will be geminated. 
For example: kene‘ + na = kene‘na, kotep + koteppa   
6. Vowel reduction  
There are two minor optional processes of vowel reduction. In the first, 
[a] reduces to [ə] in the ka-, pa-, and sa- prefixes. The vowel reduction 
process reduces [a] to [ə] in the nominalizing suffix -an when it 
immediately precedes the definite suffix –na, take the example: ka 
+toron + an + na = [katoronənna] ‗descendant‘ 
2.6 Deverbal nouns (nominalization) 
Nouns that are derived from verb are called deverbal nouns 
(nominalization). Deverbal nouns have a varied range of meanings when prefix is 
added before the root and suffix after the root (Quirk, 1973). It is also able to 
change the word category and meaning, such as; invite (verb) + -ion (suffix 
marking to noun) = invitation (noun). The noun that is derived from verb is 
referred as deverbal noun.  
 In English, suffixes that mark the change from verb to noun, are: -ation, -




For example:  
Verb  suffix  noun 
1) Transform + ation  = transformation  
2) Arrive + al  = arrival 
3) Ride +  er  = rider 
4) Manage + ment  = management  
5) Marry + age   = marriage  
6) Employ + ee  = employee 
2.7 Nominal Morphology in Madurese 
Various affixes are used for creating new word or new meaning in English 
and other langauges. Similarly, Madurese, also has its own affixes to form a noun 
from verb. Madurese mostly uses both prefix and suffix to modify verb to noun, 
whether in spoken or written form.   In Madurese, to create noun from verb, it is 
mostly done by adding both prefix and suffix (Davies, 2010). The instances of 
each are listed as follows: 
1) Massa' ‗cook‘  = massa'an ‗cooked food‘  
2) Sassa ‗wash clothes‘ = sassa'an ‗laundry‘ 
3) Pekker ‗think‘   = pekkeran ‗thought/idea‘ 
(Davies, 2010, p.112) 
Each noun that is derived from verb has various function in Madurese. 
According to Davies, (2010, p. 109) noun can be distributed into various 
categories; action of the verb, abstract noun, locative noun, agentive noun, 
instrument noun, and actor voice. The identity of verb that is attached by affixes 
will be discussed as follows:  
a) Result of Suffix (-na) 
The used of suffix –na typically used to produce noun, it refers to third 
person possessor and second person. Additionally, suffix –na 




can be referred to second and third person. Nevertheless, in the 
dialect of Bangkalan Madura (west Madura) the usage of suffix –na 
has phonological variants. Mostly, the speakers use –eng as the 
definite suffix as in oca‟eng, in which eng refers to the person.  
b) Result of Suffix (–an) 
Suffix ¬an also contributes in producing new word or in constructing 
deverbal noun. The suffix –an is attached to the verb which can be 
changed into noun. The noun describes the result of the action of the 
verb. For instance: toles (write) – tolesan (handwriting). 
c) Result of Confix (ka -  -an) 
This confix derives two types of nouns; abstract noun and localative 
noun. A verb is the root of the word, it changes to noun when it is 
attached by confix (ka- -an), it is derived as localative noun which 
deals with a place for doing the action of the verb. The examples are 
provided as follows: badha (exist) – kabadha‟an (existance) which 
functions as an abstract noun and toju‟ (sit) – katoju‟an (place to sit) 
which points out as localative noun. 
d) Result of Prefix (pa- and -pang) 
Prefix –pa and –pang are typically categorized as agentive and 
instrumental noun. One of the examples of agentive noun which is 
formed by prefix pa- + soro ‗order‘ is being noun pasoro ‗missionary‘. 
In addition, prefix pang- is used to be an agent. In this case, the nasal 
[] assimilates to the place of articulation of the initial consonant of 
the verb stem. For example: the root gai‟ ‗poke‘ is attached by prefix 
pan- which is able to produce new word category panggai‟ 




e) Result of Confix (pa- -an and pang-  -an) 
Localative noun can also be produced by confix (pa-  -an). Localative 
refers to a place where majang ‗fish‘ pamajangan ‗place for 
fishing‘.Moreover, confix of (pang- –an) can be an abstract noun 
which mostly the derivatives are loan from Indoensian, such as; bagi 
„contribute‘ when it is attached by confix pa-  -an which is able to form 
new word class pambagiyan ‗distribution‘.  
2.8 Previous Studies 
There are many kinds of research on affixation has been conducted. 
However, the description about derived affixed deverbal noun in Madurese has 
not been thoroughly discussed. These are some previous studies which 
discussed about affixation in Madurese and deverbal noun in other languages, 
such as a research on Afiksasi Bahasa Madura Dialek Sumenep Tingkat Tutur 
Rendah which was done by Muslimah, et.al., (2018), the next is Putri(2017) 
entitled Kaidah Penggunaan dan Makna Sufiks–a dalam Bahasa Madura and 
Morfologi Bahasa Madura Dialek Sumenep (Sofyan, 2009). Moreover, research 
about other local languages has been conducted by Ambarita (2018), about 
Deverbal Nouns in Toba Batak Language. In addition, Herawati (2017) also 
conducted research about Deverbal Nouns in Javanese which concentrate on 
suffix –an.  
Muslimah, et al (2018), in their research showed that Madurese has four 
affixes; prefix, suffix, infix, and confix, in which all of them can change the 
function of words classes. The previous studies found that there are seven 
prefixes, seven suffixes, four infixes, and twelve confixes. Furthermore, they 




example: kodung (veil) - kakodung (wearing the veil), it is named as imperative 
verb.  
The second is Putri (2017)who has written about Kaidah Penggunaan dan 
Makna Sufiks –a dalam Bahasa Madura. In this research, the researcher focused 
on suffix –na and –a in which it means possessive adjective when the suffix –na 
or allomorph {-na} attaches to final word /a/, /i/, /u/, /ɛ/, /ɔ/, /ə/ or consonant /Ɂ/, 
while suffix –a is attached to a noun which a final sound /s/, /l/, /r/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /y/, 
/p/, /t/, /T/, and /k/. Suffix –a and –na can attach to verb, adjective and noun. 
Suffix –a and –na can attach to verb, adjective andnoun. In addition, the 
researcher also described suffix –na in order to avoid ambiguity on suffix –a 
when it attaches to a verb. When suffix -a attaches to verb, it will denote to a 
future activity as in English ‗will‘. Related to this research, the researcher used 
morphophonology to analyze the possessive meaning which is obtained from 
suffix –a. The finding of this research found that in the process of Madurese 
affixation, a morpheme change is adapted from its sound environment. This 
process is simply defined as morphophonemic process. In this case, the 
researcher deployed qualitative method to describe the result of the study.   
The third research was conducted by Sofyan (2009), the study was 
entitled ―Morfologi Bahasa Madura Dialek Sumenep”. The focus of this research 
is about word classes and word formations in Sumenep dialect. This researcher 
explored about affixation and reduplication in Madura. Similar to  Putri (2017), the 
foundation of this research is Morphology. Yet, Sofyan (2009) explored his 
research larger, such as adverb, verb, and adjective. Based on this research, 
imperative verb cannot be changed into passive, thus, it is categorized as anti-
passive verb. Furthermore, this research describes about language and the 




interview. After all data were collected, the data was verified, classified, and 
tabulated. The last step, the previous researcher analyzed it by using 
distributional method. 
In addition, research on deverbal nouns has also been conducted by 
Ambarita (2018) entitled Deverbal Nounsin Toba Batak Language: A Generative 
Transformational Study. It explained about the process of attaching these affixes, 
such as; (1) prefix [par-], (2) prefix [paN-], (3) confix [ha-an], (4) confix [paN-an], 
(5) confix [paN -on], (6) confix [par-an], (7) affix combination [paηin-], and (8) affix 
combination [paηu-] which have different grammatical and lexical meanings. The 
previous study also found semantic and phonological idiosyncrasies in word 
formation process. Consequently, these words must be filtered as well to be 
accepted in Toba Batak Language.  
The last study is about affixed reduplication forming deverbal noun in 
Javanese language which is written by Herawati (2017). In this study, Herawati 
(2017) discussed about suffix –an which can create new word category and word 
meaning from the verb to noun in Javanese. In conclusion, Herawati (2017) 
stated that affix reduplication–an of deverbal noun functions as a subject or 
object in a sentence. This research used two opposition techniques to determine 
word classes that were proposed by Subroto (1992). Finally, triangulation 
technique was chosen to validate the data.  
The present research aims to examine the way noun derived from verb in 
Madura and what affixes can construct the new word category, word formation 
and meaning. Morphological approach becomes the basic references in 
conducting this research. To limit this research, the researcher uses derivational 
affixes as the focus of this research. In addition, the list of nouns that are derived 







This chapter provided the research design, data collection, and data 
analysis to carry out qualitative research. In the data collection, the researcher 
collected and selected verbs that can be derived to nouns from short stories as 
the source of data. Besides, the step of analyzing the data in detail presented in 
the next sub chapter of data analysis. 
 Research methodology played crucial role in conducting research since it 
deals with a system of ways of doing something related to research.  
3.1 Research Design 
 This research deployed descriptive qualitative to complete this research. 
Miles and Huberman (1994) stated that qualitative research is a study of social 
phenomenon by contrasting, comparing, cataloging, classifying and comparing 
the object. In addition, it is well-defined that qualitative research is a type of 
narrative, description and argument. According to Sugiyono (2015), human can 
play the role as the main key instrument in qualitative research. Finally, this 
research was considered as qualitative research since the data were taken from 
words rather than number. As a result, this research did not use numerical form 
to analyse the data. This research examined derivational affixes to answer the 




3.2 Data and Source of Data 
The data were obtained from deverbal nouns which occur in short stories 
Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura).  Madurese Short stories book entitled Tora  
(Satengkes Carpan Madura) used as the source of data. This book was 
published in 2017 and edited by Lukman Hakim AG. The book contains of sixty-
three short stories consists of 334 pages which had been published in Radar 
Madura newspaper since 2015. 
Those short stories are written in Madurese language by different authors. 
There are 63 short stories written in this book. It illustrates the traditions, habits, 
customs and also illustrate Madurese woman‘s ethic. It also described about how 
they preserve the language, politeness, solidarity, respectability, and relationship. 
Moreover, the researcher used these short stories as the source of data. It is 
proven that various deverbal nouns are found in these short stories.  
3.3 Data collection 
 Sugiyono (2013) assumed that to fulfill the standard of set in data, the 
researcher must know the technique of collecting the data. In collecting the data, 
the first step that the researcher did is reading Madurese short stories to 
understand the context of the story. The second step is collecting all the nouns 
which were derived from verb (derivational affixes), the data found originally were 
121 data. After that, the researcher checked all words in Madurese Dictionary 
Kamus Madura-Indonesi Kontemporer: 6th edition written by Mohtar ( 2016) to 
ensure whether those words are noun that are derived from verb or not. Finally, 
there were 41 appropriate data found in the short stories after checking them out 
in the dictionary. The remaining data had been removed. In the next step, the 




also analyzed and classified the data related to the research questions. After all 
data were collected, the data of derivational affixes were classified into the data 
sheet.The data were collected from short stories written by the authors of Madura 
entitled Tora (2017). Next, the researcher collected words indicating deverbal 
nouns in Madurese as the data of the research.   
 Furthermore, those data were chosen to discover what types of 
derivational affixes attached to verb forming new word, changing the meaning 
and classifying word category. Anteriorly, the researcher read and paid attention 
to all the data, taken notes for selecting the words containing deverbal nouns. 
Before analyzing them deeply, the data were coded systematically to ease the 
researcher in giving evidence to the finding of the research. 
D/01/Pref/P.00:00 
Abbreviations:  
D  : Data 
01  : The number of the data 
Pref  : Prefix 
Suff  : Suffix 
Conf  : Confix 
P.00:00 : Page Number and Paragraph  
3.4 Data Validation 
Sugiyono (2013) explained that in qualitative research the data validation 
is used to assure all of the data.  Validation and Credibility are necessary to 
concern the truthfulness of the inquiry‘s findings.  In this research, the researcher 
consulted the data found to an expert of Phonology in Madurese, Linguist and 
also as the lecturer in University of Trunojoyo Madura ―Mr. Misnadin‖.Throughout 




deverbal nouns in Madurese. The data which were not appropriate were deleted 
and some of the data were fixed by the expert. 
According to Sugiyono (2015), there are three characteristics in the 
process of validating the data; Credibility (internal validity), Transferability 
(external validity), Dependability (reliability), And Conformability (objectivity).  
3.5 Data Analysis 
Data analysis is the last step in conducting the research. Dealing with 
Sugiyono‘s (2009) statement, data analysis is the process of finding and 
arranging the data found from interview, field note, recording and documentation. 
Based on Sugiyono‘s (2015) statement, field note and documentation are used to 
the process of analyzing the data. Since this research is more about text rather 
than numbers, the researcher used descriptive analysis as the technique of the 
data analysis. Miles, Huberman, & Saldana (2014) describe that interactive 
model is finished by some components of data analysis, those are: collecting the 
data, the researcher refers to the statement of the data problem.  
The diagram below showed stages of data analysis in order to answer the 







Figure 3.1The Interactive Model of Miles Huberman, & Sadana 
 








The data were analyzed into several stages based on the theory of Miles 
Huberman and Sadana (2014). Firstly, the researcher collected the data related 
to the statement of research problem. The data were taken from short stories 
entitled Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura). The researcher classified the word 
based on (Carstairs-Mccarthy, 2002), that was classifying word class category.  
Second step was data reduction, which represented the process of 
selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting the data that exist in the short stories 
Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura), field note, and documenting the data, and 
other empirical materials. In data reduction process, the data were chosen, 
classified, and reduced by determining them into system of affixes and identifying 
the word which is categorized as Deverbal Nouns or Nominalization (Quirk, 
1973). Thus, the data which were not appropriate are omitted.  
After selecting and examining the data, the researcher classified the data 
of affixation based on the Types of derivationalaffixes which are proposed by 
Bauer  (2007) and it is divided into two types, those are class changing and class 
maintaining.   
In data display, the process of morphological rule of the occurrence of affix 
forming deverbal noun in Madura short stories Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura) 
are defined through some steps;  
1. All data were displayed to find out the root of the words which were 
attached by affixes. As the root is found, the affixes which attached to 
each root was classified based on their types such as; prefix, infix, confix 
and suffix. 





3. The data of affix forming deverbal nouns in Madura short stories Tora 
(Satengkes Carpan Madura)wereseparated from each affix to know the 
base words and morphophonemic process. It needs tree diagram to break 
down affixes which attach to the root.  
4. The next, the data were analyzed to find out the morphological function of 
deverbal nouns, to know the role of morphophonemic process which 
attach to deverbal nouns, and to know the meaning changes based on the 
types of affixes.   
The last step was drawing or verifying the conclusion. The conclusion of 
this research was explained based on the outcome of the data analysis.  




















FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the findings of the research about the words containing 
derivational affixes which form deverbal nouns occurred in the collection of 
Madura short stories: Tora, and also its discussion are presented.  The findings 
are divided into two parts: the types of affixations and the process of derivational 
affixes forming deverbal nouns which are examined by tree morphology 
proposed by Carstairs-McCarthy (2002). 
4.1 Findings 
In this section, the analysis of data is divided into two parts. The first part 
focuses on analyzing the types of affixations. Meanwhile, the second one is 
analyzing the process of morphological rule of the occurrence of each affix 
forming deverbal noun in Madurese short story ―Tora” and the identification of the 
meaning changes as the result of the process proposed by McCarthy (2002) and 
Haspelmath and Sims (2010).    
4.1.1 Types of affixes found in Madurese 
There are actually four types of affixes in Madurese that have been 
proposed by Davies (2010). However, this research reveals that there are only 
three types of affixes which form deverbal nouns found in the short stories 
entitled Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura).  They are prefix, suffix, and confix, 






Table 4.1. Prefixes in short stories which form noun 
No Types of 
Affixes 
Morpheme  Roots  Gloss  Data Gloss  





02  Pang - Terro 
[tǝrrɔ] 
‗want‘ Pangaterro 
 [ paŋatǝrrɔ] 
‗wish‘ 
 
In this research, there are two prefixes found in the short stories. They are 
prefix paN- and pang-. Pang- is attached before root ―terro‖ and pa- is attached 
before root ‗ngarep‘. Therefore, both of them are included as prefix because 
prefix is an affix attaches before a base or root. 
Table 4.2 Suffix in short stories which form noun 




Roots  Gloss  Data Gloss  


















From the short stories, there are 15 verbs that are attached by affix -an. 




representative and the other data are presented in appendix.From all those 
examples such as pekkeran, jawaban, dha‟aran and all other examples, it can be 
seen that affix -an is put at the end of the root thus it can be considered as suffix 
because suffix is an affix which is located after root or after base word. 
 
Table 4.3 Confixes in short stories which forms noun 




Roots  Gloss  Data Gloss  






07   b d   
[bɐdhɐ] 


























































15  Pa-  -na Mènta 
[mɛnta] 

















Besides prefix and suffix, another type of affixation is found. There are for 
about 24 data show that in making deverbal noun, the root verb can be added by 
prefix and suffix in the same time. In the field of linguistics, the term ―confix‖ 
refers to a specific type of affix which is composed of at least one prefix and one 
suffix, which are placed on either side of a root word. When a confix is added to a 
root, a new meaning separate from the meaning of the root word by itself is 
created. Therefore, from the 24 data, eight confixes are found. In this discussion, 
12 data are discussed as the illustrative data, the othersare provided in appendix. 
To sum up, from the data found in the short stories, Tora (Satengkes 
Carpan Madura), the researcher found two prefix categories (pang- and pa-), one 




data (ka- -an), (pa-  -an), (pa-  -a), (pang- -an), (jaj-  -an), (ta-  -an), (pa-  -na), (-
par- an). Although Davis stated that there are actually four types of affixes in 
Madurese, the process of deverbal noun only includes three affixes: prefix, suffix, 
and confix while infix is not used. It is because infix only appears inside a word 
stem without changing any meaning and word classes. Therefore, it cannot 
change the verbs to the nouns. 
4.1.2 Affixation Process of Madurese Deverbal Nouns 
This research reveals that affixes deriving nouns from verb found in the 
short stories are prefix, suffix and confix. The process of each of which is 
presented in the subsequent parts. 
4.1.2.1 Prefix 
The result shows that prefix {pa-} and {pang-} occurs in constructing new 
words in the short stories. The words found in short stories are pangarep and 
pangaterro. The writer only found two categories of affixes appear in the source 
of the data, it is proven by the data follows: 
4.1.2.1.1 Prefix Pa-    





    PREF    V 
      
    PaN-              Arep (expect) = Pangarep 
As it has been illustrated in the tree diagram of Madurese word ―Pangarep 
(expectation)‖, there is prefix paN- that attaches to the first root of the word ―arep 
(expect)”. The attachment of this prefix to the root arep is done to form deverbal 




of the verb root'. In this datum, prefix paN- is realized as [paŋ] which is the 
allomorph of it. In Madurese, prefix paN- has four allomorphs. They are /paŋ/, 
/pam/, /pan/, /paɲ/. The nasal of the nominalizing prefix paN- assimilates to the 
place of articulation of the initial phoneme of the root to which it affixed. The 
phonological environments of each allomorph are explained as follows: 
Prefix Allomorph Root-final phoneme 
 
PaN- 
/paŋ/ Vowel, /l/, /r/, /h/, velar consonants (/k/, /kh/, /g/) 
/pam/ Labial consonants (/p/, /ph/, /b/) 
/pan/ Both dental and alveolar consonants (/t/, /th/, /d/, /n/) 
/paɲ/ s-initial  
Table 4.4 Phonological environments of Prefix PaN- 
In Madurese, this nasal assimilation of this prefix only replaces the initial 
voiceless unaspirated consonants while other consonants are not deleted. 
Therefore, if the initial consonant is aspirated or voiced, the consonant remains 
together with the assimilated nasal and when the root is vowel-initial, the velar 
nasal surfaces on the prefix. In the word pangarep, the initial of the root ―arep” is 
vowel thus the allomorph of PaN- used is /paŋ/ which derives the deverbal noun 
pangarep. The attachment of prefix /paŋ/ in root ―arep‖ produces abstract noun. 
Derivates with prefix PaN- are mostly agentive, instrumental and also abstract 
noun. 
4.1.2.1.2 Prefix Pang- 












    PREF    V 
     
    Pang-        terro (want) = Pangaterro 
The word pangaterro is also kind of nominalization or noun derivational 
affix. The root of the word pangaterro is terro. The word class of the word terro is 
verb. The prefix changes both word class and meaning of the root. Thus, it can 
be called as class-changing derivational affix because the prefix pang- changes 
the word class of the base word. Pang- is a realization of prefix paN- which has 
been explained in D01. It usually appears if the initials of the base word are 
vowel, /l/, /r/, /h/, and velar consonants (/k/, /kh/, /g/). However, this datum shows 
different result in which prefix pang- is attached to verb terro. It is special case 
happened in Madurese which is found when prefix pang- (mostly appears with 
suffix -an) derives abstract noun. To form an abstract noun using [pang], the verb 
base is in form of imperative verb and then the velar nasal [ŋ] will make the verb 
become actor voice. Nevertheless, in this datum, the base word is already in form 
of actor voice ‗terro‘. It is not because of the velar nasal. In this case, if the verb 
base is already in form of active voice without getting contribution from velar 
nasal, the vowel [a] exists between the velar nasal and the verb. The insertion of 
vowel [a] in this word functions as catalyst thus the datum becomes abstract 
noun Pangaterro. In Madurese, it happens in three words: Pangaterro, 





4.1.2.2.1 Suffix -an 
Suffix is always located in the last root, the suffix which is found in the 
data is suffix {-an}. The suffix {-an} which is attached to the root can be found in 
the data pekkeran, peleyan, and tarowan. The morphological tree diagrams are 
as follows: 





    V    SUFF 
     
   pekker (think)   -an = pekkeran (idea) 
The word pekkeran is included as deverbal noun because the root of the 
word pekkeran is pekker which functionsas a verb. However, after the attachment 
of derivational suffix -an, it results a new word pekkeran which functions as noun. 
It can be concluded that this suffix changes both word class and meaning of the 
root. Thus, it can be called as class-changing derivational affix. The use of suffix 
–an in the context of pekkeran, derives an abstract noun describing the result of 
the action of the verb. The other data that have the same morphological process 
with this datum are jawaban, dha‟aran, sempenan, settoran, so‟onan, bajaran, 
kereman, bitongan and kakanan which are derived from verb root and suffix -an. 
However, from the examples, it can be seen that it does not only derive abstract 
noun but it can derive concrete nouns such as in the examples dha‟aran (food) 
and kakanan (food). The basic form of verb that gets the suffix {-an} also 
sometimes changes into noun that functions as instrument such as the example 









    V    SUFF 
     
    Pèlè(choose)  -an= Pèlèan (Choice) 
Peleyan is also a noun derived from verb. The root of this noun is verb 
―pele‖ which is attached by suffix -an. However, this datum is different with the 
other previous examples. The morphological process of the previous examples is 
obtained by directly attaching the suffix -an into the imperative verb base without 
any further changes while for this datum, there is morphophonemic process that 
exists. It can be seen that when the suffix- an is attached to verb ―pele”, it 
becomes deverbal noun Peleyan [pɛlɛjan]. In this environment, the palatal glide [j] 
is epenthesized between the two vowels: the final vowel of the root and the initial 
vowel of suffix -an. In this datum, the process of j-epenthesis occurs because the 
final phoneme of the verb root is vowel. However, this process does not occur 
when the final phoneme of the root is consonant like in the previous examples. It 
actually does not happen to all root-final vowel but [j] is only inserted after a front 
vowel such as [ɛ] and [i]. 




    V    SUFF 
 
    Taro (hide)  -an= Tarowan (gambling) 
If the root of the word taro is followed by suffix -an, it forms deverbal noun 




nominalization. The word tarowan (gambling)refers to the activity of betting 
money, for example in a game or on a race. The affixation process in this datum 
and the datum D06 are alike. However, the epenthesis which occurs is different. 
The epenthesis that occurs in D06 is palatal glide [j] while in this datum, the glide 
empathized is [w]. It happens when the root-final phoneme attached by suffix -an 
is vowel [o]. Other examples found in the short stories are coccowan (election), 
bhantowan (help), and gangguwan (disturbance). From the last example: 
gangguwan, it can be seen that the glide epenthesis [w] also appears in another 
root-final phoneme that is vowel [u]. Since it appears after vowel [o] and [u], it can 
be said that glide [w] is inserted after a back vowel. 
4.1.2.3 Confix 
The term ―confix‖ refers to a specific type of affix which is composed of at 
least one prefix and one suffix and it is placed on either side of a root word. The 
root verb is added by prefix and suffix simultaneously. In the short stories, there 
are eight variations of confixes which attach to verb base. Those are: {ka- -an}, 
{pa- -an}, {pa- -a}, {pang- -an}, {jaj- -an}, {ta- -an}, {pa- -na}, and {par- -an}. 
4.1.2.3.1 Confix [Ka-…-an] 





D.Aff  V  D.Aff 
 
Ka-  bhuto (need) - an=Kabhutowan (Needs) 
 
The noun kabhutowan derives from verb bhuto therefore it is included as 
deverbal noun. The affixes used in this process are prefix ka- and suffix -an 
which are attached to verb base bhuto. The suffix changes both word class and 




The use of confix {ka--an} is attached to the verb deriving an abstract noun of the 
verb and as a result noun. From this datum, it can be seen that prefix ka- is 
directly attached to the root while the suffix -an experiences glide epenthesis in 
which [w] is inserted between two vowels: vowel [o] as the root-final phoneme 
and vowel [a] as the initial phoneme of the suffix. Other examples found in the 
short stories are the word kalakowan and kamampowan. It can be seen that the 
phonological rule of suffix -an also happens in this confix. 
D07/Conf/P.197:06Ka      n  [kabɐdhɐɐn] 




D.Aff  V  D.Aff 
     
   Ka-  badha (exist) -an=Kabadha‟an (Existence) 
In this datum, the prefix pa- and suffix -an derives a noun kabadha‟an. 
The word kabadha‟an is kind of nominalization or deverbal nouns because the 
root of the word Kabadha‟an is badha. whichis verb. The suffix changes both 
word class and meaning of the root. Thus, it can be called as class-changing 
derivational affix. The use of confix {ka--an} is attached to the verb deriving an 
abstract noun and the use of ka-...-an to derive abstract nouns is very productive. 
It can also produce locative nouns that denote a place where a noun belongs or a 
place for doing the action of the verb, for examples: tedhung ‗sleep‘ becomes 
katedhungan ‗place to sleep/bed‘ and toju‟ ‗sit‘ becomes katoju‟an ‗place to 
sit/chair‘. In the word kabadha‟anwhich is derived from verb badha, it can be 
seen that there is a morphophonemic process called glottal stop epenthesis [ʔ]. 
In Madurese, a glottal stop is epenthesized between 2 identical vowels, either at 




verb badha and the initial phoneme of suffix -an are identical vowel, glottal 
epenthesis appears. Another example that can be found in Madurese is 






D.Aff   V   D.Aff 
     
Ka-     dhaddhi (understand)     -an=Kadhâddhian (understanding) 
The illustration of D08 shows that the root from kadhaddhiyan is dhaddhi 
which is categorized as verb. Therefore, the attachment of prefix and confixx [ka-
…-an] derives deverbal abstract noun. The prefix ka- is directly attached to the 
root while the suffix -an experiences j-epenthesis since the root-final phoneme is 
vowel [i]. 
4.1.2.3.2 Confix [Pa-…-an] 
D09/Conf/P.308:21  Pabhuruwân  [Pabhuruwɐn] 




D.Aff   V    D.Aff 
     
Pa-         bhuru (escape)-an=  Pabhuruwân(place to 
escape) 
 As it can be seen from the tree diagram of the Madurese word 
―Paburuwan (place to escape)”, there are a prefix -pa and a suffix -an that attach 
to the root of the word ―Buru (go)” which make it become a derivational process 




changes into Noun after the addition of confix (Pa-…-an). In this word, when 
prefix Pa- is added to the root ―buruh‖, there is no change of word class. It is still 
verb but it changes into an order to to do an action as mentioned by the basic 
form. However, since in this word, suffix -an is also added together with the prefix 
-Pa, the word class then changes from Verb to Noun. There is also 
morphophonemic process in which glide epenthesis [w] is inserted.  





  D.Aff   V   D.Aff 
     
  Pa-       ngajhi (recite)    -an=Pangajhiyân (recitation) 
The illustration of D09 shows that the root from Pangajhiyân is ngajhi 
which is categorized as verb. The word Pangajhiyânis kind of nominalization 
derives from verb. There is confix {pa- -an} which modifies verb into abstract 
noun and result of an action of the base word. Moreover, the process of changing 
word class category and its meaning known as class changing derivational affix. 
After changing into noun, this stem can be functioned as subject or object in the 
sentence. The phoneme or palatal glide [j] is added when the root is ended by 
vowel /e/ or /i/. Other similar examples that can be found in the data are 
Pangarteyan (understanding) and Papanggiyan (meeting).  












  D.Aff   V   D.Aff 
     
  PaN-              abhâs-an= Pangabhâsân (sight) 
  
 This datum is another example of confix (paN-…-an) which is 
attached to the verb “abes” as the root. Since it derives from verb, this noun can 
be considered as deverbal noun. The prefix PaN- is realized as [paŋ] because 
the root-initial is vowel as it has been discussed in D01. The attachment of prefix 
PaN- and suffix -an derives an abstract noun Pangabhâsân (sight). Other similar 
examples found in the data are Pangantosan and Pangajaran. Both examples 
derive from verbs which have vowel as their initial thus the allomorph [paŋ] is 
used. From those three data, it can also be seen that actually to form noun from 
verb that confix PaN attaches- and suffix -an, there is an internal process of the 
verb base becoming another type of verb that is actor voice verb. The further 
explanation is explained as follows: 
 
From these three data, it can be seen that the verb base is always in form 
of imperative verb and the velar nasal assimilation [N-] which is realized as prefix 
[pang-] derives actor voice verbs such as ngabhâs, ngajer, and ngantos before 
the attachment of prefix pa- and suffix -an. All of the three data produce abstract 
noun thus it can be concluded that to form abstract noun uses [pang-], the velar 





D12/Conf/P.265:03Pamèkkèran  [pamɛkkɛran] 




  D.Aff   V    D.Aff 
     
   PaN-  Pèkkèran (think)       -an= thought/ idea 
In this discussion, it examines about confix {paN-…-an} which can change 
the word class of the root. In the word pamekkeran, the confix paN-…-an is 
attached to the root of word pekker  becoming a deverbal noun ‗pamekkeran‘ 
(thought/ idea). The attachment of derivational affix results a new lexeme that 
changes both the word class and the meaning which derives an abstract noun. In 
this word, the prefix PaN- is realized as [pam] because the root-initial is [p] thus 
N- assimilates to the velar nasal thus the allomorph [pam] is used. 
4.1.2.3.3 Confix [Pang-…-an] 
D13/Conf/P.42:01Pangaonèngan[Paŋaɔnɛŋan] 




  D.Aff   V    D.Aff 
     
   Pang  Onèng  (know) -an= Pangaonèngan  
In this discussion, it examines about confix {pang-..-an} which can change 
the word class. The word pangaonengan is derived from confix pang- -an which 
is attached to the root of word oneng. The attachment of derivational affix results 
a new lexeme that changes both the word class and the meaning of the root and 
it derives abstract noun. However, this datum is quite different from the datum 




[pang], the verb base is in the form of imperative verb and then the velar nasal [ŋ] 
will make the verb become actor voice. 
Nevertheless, in this datum, the base word is already in the form of actor 
voice. It is not because of the velar nasal. Therefore, if it is the case, in this 
datum, the vowel [a] exists between the velar nasal and the verb. The insertion of 
vowel [a] in this word functions as catalyst thus the datum becomes abstract 
noun Pangaonengan. Another example found in the short stories is abstract noun 
Pangataowan. The verb base tao is already in form of actor voice thus catalyst 
[a] appears to connect them.   
4.1.2.3.4 Confix [Pa-… -na] 





  D.Aff   V    D.Aff 
     
   PaN-    penta (ask for)       -na= Pamentana 
 The confix {paN- -na} denotes to change the word class process. The 
base word of deverbal noun pamentana is penta (ask). The prefix PaN- is 
realized as [pam-] because it assimilates to the place of articulation of the root-
initial which is labial. Suffix –na which is put together with prefix -pa shows 
possessive construction which is followed by the possessor or refers to the action 
of an agent. The use of confix {paN-…-na} which is attached to the verb derives 
an abstract noun of the verb. 
4.1.2.3.5 Confix [Pa-… -a] 








  D.Aff   V    D.Aff 
     
   Pa-         Mangkat (go) -da= pamangkaddâ 
(departure) 
 As it can be seen from the tree diagram of the Madurese word 
―Pamangkaddâ (departure)”, there are a prefix pa- and a suffix -a that attach to 
the root of the word ―Mangkat (go)” which make it become a derivational process 
forming deverbal noun. The root of the word ―Pamangkaddâ” is in form of Verb 
that changes into Noun after the addition of confix (Pa-…-a). In this word, when 
prefix Pa- is added to the root ―Mangkat‖, there is no change of word class. It is 
still verb but it changes into causative verb showing an action that causes 
another thing to happen. It also means an order to give an opportunity to do an 
action as mentioned by the basic form. However, since in this word, suffix -a is 
also added together with the prefix -Pa, the word class then changes from Verb 
to Noun. Suffix -a in in this datum experiences assimilation and gemination. In 
Madurese, suffixation of -a to a consonant-final stem (other than glottal stop) 
triggers the morphophonological process in which it assimilates to the final 
consonant of the stem, resulting in a geminate consonant. Therefore, since the 
stem of this deverbal noun, ―Mangkat”, ends with the consonant ―t‖, the suffix -a 
is assimilated and geminated becomes the suffix -da. In the base word, it ends 
with phoneme /t/ because in Madurese there is no voiced consonant which 
occurs in syllable-final position while after it is added by suffix -a and becomes 




noun which refers to the action of the agent or it can function like subordinating 
conjunction ―when +Ving‖ introducing reduced adverbial clauses. 
4.1.2.3.6 Confix [Par-… -an] 





  D.Aff   V    D.Aff 
     
   Par-  so‘on (carry, ask) -an=Parnyo‘onan (apology) 
The root so‟on (ask/carry) iscategorized as a verb. It will change into noun 
when it attaches to another morpheme. By adding confix {par- -an} between the 
word so‟on, the word class category changes into an abstract noun parnyo‟onan 
means an apology. This process of changing verb to noun is known as 
nominalization. Prefix par- in Madurese is mostly used when it is word that is 
adapted from Indonesian language such as ―permintaan‖ becomes parmèntaan 
and ―perbedaan‖ becomes parbhidhaan in Madurese. This datum also shows that 
the verb base experiences a process forming it become actor voice verb nyo‟on. 
The phoneme /s/ is replaced by /ɲ/. 
4.1.2.3.7 Confix [Ta-… -an] 





  D.Aff   V    D.Aff 
     





The root word of tatombuwânis tombu that belongs to a verb. As the verb 
means tombu (plant) and the attachment of confix ta- -an creates a noun as the 
new word tatombuwân (plant).The process of changing verb into noun called as 
nominalization. In addition, when its root is ended by vowel [o] or [u], the glide 
epenthesis [w] appears between root-final vowel and the vowel [a] as the initial of 
suffix -an.  
4.1.2.3.8 Confix [Jaj-… -an] 




  D.Aff   V    D.Aff 
     
      Jaj-         juwâl (sell) -an= Jajjuwâlân (sale) 
The word jajjuwâlânis kind of nominalization or deverbal noun. 
Jajjuwâlânis attached by confix {ja- -an} and the root juwâl(sell) is categorized as 
verb. The confix changes both word class and meaning of the root. Thus, it can 
be called as class-changing derivational affix because the prefix ja- and suffix –
an change its word class and meaning of the base word. By attaching the confix 
{jaj- -an} the root juwal is pointed to the instrument noun. Suffix -jaj in Madurese 
is actually a form of suffix –ja which experiences gemination.  
4.2  Discussion 
 There have been variousways to construct new lexeme, such as 
reduplication, affixation, blending etc. It is pointed out that one of the processes 
of forming new word is affixation process. Particularly, this research investigates 
derivational affix process of deverbal nouns to find out what affix categories 




affixes found in Madurese in term of word formation process. It is essential to 
know that not all affixes can be presented as forming deverbal nouns.  
 This research totally pros with the theory stated by Davies (2010) and 
MoehnHabib (1979) that there are four affixes in Madurese: prefix, suffix, confix, 
and infix. However, in terms of forming deverbal nouns noun derives from verb, 
this research reveals that only prefix, suffix, and confix that can be used. It is in 
line with MoehnHabib‘s finding (1979) which is stated that even though infix 
appears in the root of the verb, root of adjective and root of noun, it does not 
change any word class. In addition, Davies (2010) also argued that Madurese 
has small number of infixes, which are not productive and rarely appear. From 
the findings, it is inferred that the most common usage to form deverbal nouns is 
confix, followed by suffix and the last but not least is prefix which has limited 
contribution in Tora (Satengkes Carpan Madura).  It is supported by a study of 
deverbal nouns in Batak language conducted by Ambarita, et al., (2018). Their 
finding indicates that most of deverbal nouns is derived from confix.   
Muslimah, et al., (2018) assume that the attachment of affixes to the base 
word causes morphological and phonological processes. These processes also 
happen in Madurese. According to Davies (2010) morphophonemic processes in 
Madurese are:epenthesis, nasal assimilation without deletion, nasal replacement, 
vowel reduction, germination, and aspiration. It turns out that in forming deverbal 
nouns of Madurese, the process existed in this study are only epenthesis, nasal 
replacement, nasal assimilation without deletion, and germination. The example 
of germination process in this study is mangkat – pa+mangkat+a = 
Pamangkaddhâ 
. Suffix –a which attaches to the root mangkat processes to be gemination 




(2017) the gemination process occurs in suffix –a which consists of two 
allomorphs: -a and –na. If the allomorph –a attaches to a root with one of these 
last phonemes /s/, /l/, /r/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /y/, /p/, /t/, /T/, or /k/, the germination 
process will exist. Meanwhile, if the allomorph –na attaches to a word with the 
last vowel and glottal stop consonant /Ɂ/, the augmentation and phoneme 
changes. For instance: kael + gemination + -a becomes kaella because the last 


















This chapter presents the conclusion of the study and suggestion made 
for further studies.  
5.1 Conclusions 
 Deverbal nominalization in Madurese are found by attaching prefix [pa-] 
and [pang-], suffix [-an] which attaches to twenty different roots of the word, and 
the last is confix [ka-  -an], [pa-  -an], [pa-  -a], [pang-  -an], [jaj-  -an], [ta-  -an], 
[pa-  -na], and [par-  an]. It is concluded that deverbal nominalization in Madurese 
is formed by the process of attaching affixes into verb either by prefixation, 
suffixation or confixation. Besides creating new word class, the attachment of 
certain prefixes, suffixes and confixes produces different kinds of noun such as 
agentive noun, instrumental noun, locative noun and action noun which indicates 
the result of the action of the verb. It could be in the form of an abstract noun or a 
concrete noun. In term of creating new word classes and meaning, the most 
affixation process found in short stories entitled Tora (Satengkes Carpan 
Madura) is confix. It shows that confix contributes the most to the process of 
nouns derived from verb.  
 In addition, Morphophonemic processes are also found in the process of 
constructing new word from verb to noun in Madurese. They are epenthesis, 
nasal assimilation replacement and nasal assimilation without deletion, 




 suffix -an is attached to certain root-final phoneme. There are three epenthesis 
processes which are found. If the root-final phoneme is /o/ or /u/, suffix -an is 
realized as [wan], the labio-velar [w] is epenthesized between the two vowels 
which function as glide. When suffix -an is attached to root-final phoneme /e/ or 
/i/, j-epenthesis exists thus suffix -an is realized as [jan]. The last epenthesis 
process found is glottal stop epenthesis which appears between 2 identical 
vowels. Since the initial of suffix -an is phoneme /a/, the glottal stop is added 
when the root-final is /a/. Nasal assimilation occurs in prefix PaN- (mostly 
appears with suffix -an). The nasal of the nominalizing prefix paN- assimilates to 
the place of articulation of the initial phoneme of the root to which it affixed. PaN- 
is realized as /paŋ/ if the root-initial is vowel, /l/, /r/, /h/, velar consonants (/k/, /kh/, 
/g/), realized as /pam/ if the root-initial is labial consonants (/p/, /ph/, /b/), realized 
as /pan/ if the root-initial is both dental and alveolar consonants (/t/, /th/, /d/, /n/) 
and realized as /paɲ/ if the root-initial is /s/. In Madurese, this nasal assimilation 
of this prefix only replaces the initial voiceless unaspirated consonants while 
other consonants are not deleted. However, there is a special case of the use of 
paN-. If the root is already in form of actor voice, there will be insertion of vowel 
/a/ in front of the root thus the paN- is realized as /paŋ/. Furthermore, assimilation 
and gemination occur in the attachment of suffix -a in confix (pa-…-a). In 
Madurese, suffixation of -a to a consonant-final stem (other than glottal stop) 
triggers the morphophonological process in which it assimilates to the final 
consonant of the stem, resulting in a geminate consonant. Those are the 





 This study only discusses the type of derivational affixes and the process 
of forming new words from verb to noun by using tree morphology. In term of 
analyzing affixation in local language, further discussion is required to delve 
deeper. Study about the process of producing new word can be analyzed by 
some aspects, such as morphology, phonology, and semantics. Thus, the future 
researcher needs to explore about affixation in local language in Indonesia.  The 
last, the researcher hopes that this research can encourage the readers, 
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List of  Deverbal Nouns Found in Short Stories entitled Tora (Satengkes 
Carpan Madura).  






Roots Gloss Data Gloss Title of The 
Short 
Stories 




‗wish‘ ―B binè‘ 
Rowa‖, p.49, 
line 02. 






333, line 05. 









p. 326, line 
01. 




„Answer‟ “Maemot ka 
Mardika‘an 
Indonesia‖, 
p. 303, line 
01. 
05   Dh ‘ r 
[dhɐʔɐr] 






295, line 07. 








249, line 01. 







249, line 03. 





















„Parcel‟ “Loka Ta‘ 




206, line 02. 
10   Bhâjâr 
[bhɐjɐr]  





185, line 06. 








, p. 155, line 
03. 








198, line 04. 
13   Pèlè 
[pɛlɛ] 




Bâto‖ , p. 
263, line 01. 







264, line 01. 





Kalèbun‖,  p. 
198, line 02. 
16   Bhânto 
[bhɐntɔ] 
„Help‟ Bhântowan  
[bhɐntɔwan] 
„Help‟ “Arèna Bhiru  
D un‖, p. 89, 
line 01. 








179, line 03. 
18 Confix Ka-  -an  Lako  
[lakɔ] 
„Work‟  Kalakowan 
[kalakɔwan] 
„Job‟  “Lèmèlè 
Bukkol‖, p. 
307, line 04. 




„Needs‟ “È Tarèbung 
Odhi‘ègh nto
ng‖, p. 299, 
line 03. 




„Capability‟ “Loka Ta‘ 
Adhcrâ ‖, p. 
206, line 03. 
21   B d   
[bɐdɐ] 




197, line 06. 
22   Odi‘ 
[ɔdiʔ] 









23   Dhâddi 
[dhɐddi] 
„Become‟  Kadhâddhian 
[kadhɐddijɐn] 
„Incident‟ “ Pèlèyan 
Kalèbun‖,  p. 
285, line 02. 






„Belief‟‟  “Molang arè‖, 
p. 198, line 
02. 









308, line 08. 
26   Naè‘ 
[naɛʔ] 
‟Climb‟ Panae‘an  
[panaɛʔan] 















294, line 02. 
Bintang‖  







29   Abâs 
[abɐs] 
„See‟ Pangabâsân  
[paŋabɐsɐn] 
„Sight‟ “ Pèlèyan 
Kalèbun‖, p. 
34, line 03. 






116, line 01. 















B to‖,p. 265, 
line 03. 






p. 242, line 
04. 








177, line 03. 






















02, line 04. 







285, line 10. 
38  Pa-  -na Mènta 
[mɛnta] 
Ask  Pamèntana 
[pamɛntana] 
„Request  ―Kalambi 
Tellasan‖,p. 
94, line 07. 








326, line 01. 






98, line 03. 




„Selling‟  “Andaruna 
Pèlèyan 
Bupati‖, p. 
145, line 01. 
